TRANSPORTATION AS ECONOMIC CATALYST
DOT Services from V&A

Moving
People
Forward
Transportation
as a Catalyst
to Growing the Economy
Transportation helps deliver a vibrant economy. At Vandewalle
& Associates, we believe that transportation can help move
people, communities, and states forward to long-term
economic growth.
With our background and experience, we are uniquely positioned to identify the transportation projects that can deliver
the highest economic impact. We analyze projects for potential
and recommend alternatives if needed to modify projects to
drive better long-term economic outcomes.

We look at long-term impact
In order to secure federal DOT funding, it isn’t enough to evaluate only short-term construction jobs. It is important to understand community and regional context and evaluate long-term
job creation. We have an integrated approach that focuses
transportation investments to drive sustainable economic impacts for local economies.

A FULL
COMPLEMENT
OF SERVICES

•

Staffing and expertise to
do project evaluations and
economic impact analyses

•

NEPA evaluations using
updated 2020 regulations

Analysis and creation of
economic development
plans that create
permanent jobs and deliver
new business opportunities:
industrial development,
land use, urban/streetscape
design, commercial corridor
redevelopment, etc.

•

Grant writing and
implementation

•

Opportunity Zones, TIF,
Zoning

•

•

Federal DOT relationships

•

Benefit/Cost analysis

•

Public participation

•

Indirect and Cumulative
Effect analysis

•

And more
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Case Study: BUILD Grant in Muncie, Indiana
Submission: March 2020
Amount: $24 Million
This BUILD grant application for a $24 million “Central City Transportation Enhancements” would boost
the local economy and, more broadly, the economy of the State of Indiana. The
project focused on rebuilding/rehabilitating downtown transportation infrastructure such as streets, plus adding pedestrian bridges, and improving
the transfer station—and there was no local match requirement.
Vandewalle & Associates acted as project manager and narrative
authors. We prepared graphics, letters of support templates and
talking points, before preparing the final application and submittal.
Through this application and many others, we have identified best
practices, important Federal DOT relationships, and a rigorous process to ensure a well-developed application that is clear, straightforward and compelling.

MOVING

PEOPLE FORWARD
WHILE GROWING
THE ECONOMY
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